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Offering the most comprehensive listing of Roy Rogers, Dale Evans, Gabby Hayes, Trigger and
Bullet collectibles ever assembled. This is the premiere reference for all Roy Rogers collectors. This
full-colour edition features more than 1,000 photos, item descriptions and historical and pricing
information. Collectors and fans on the "Happy trails..." will love the colour photos of their favourite
Roy Rogers collectibles, especially the many rare items they may be seeking for their own
collections. Features: Includes pricing for every item and a special interview with Roy and Dale's
son, Dusty Rogers; Full-colour with 1,000 photographs; Rare and vintage collectibles featuring Roy
Rogers, Dale Evans, Gabby Hayes, Trigger and Bullet; Pricing information for each item.
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This book has been an enlightening experience and a real joy for me to share with other Roy
Rogers fans and collectors. It took me about 3 years to compile all the information and photos for
this book, and though this great experience; I have met many wonderful people who share the same
love of Roy Rogers and Dale Evans and collecting the vast amount of vintage items bearing their
names that were produced back in the 1940s and 1950s era. I wrote this book with the intent for it to
be the ULTIMATE value guide on the market with complete color photos of all the fantastic Roy,
Dale, Gabby Hayes, Pat Brady, Trigger,and Bullet collectibles and memorbila. This book features
over 1000 color photos of exciting and rare collectibles with detailed discriptions and current values.

It also features a very insightful interview with Roy Rogers JR."Dusty". He talks about his own
collection, growing up with his famous parents,and relates some very humorous and uplifting storys
about Roy. Theiris also a chapter featuring the Roy Rogers & Dale Evans Museum that is a "must
see" for every Roy and Dale admirer. Other chapters provide historic information about the lifes of
Roy, Dale, Gabby, Pat, Trigger,and Bullet. This book contains a total of 21 chapters with some very
rare black and white photographs of Roy Rogers and Dale Evans department store displays,candid
poses, and prototype collectible items. "The Ultimate Roy Rogers Collection" book has received
rave reviews by folks who have already purchased it and I hope that you will enjoy it as well. Happy
Trails Always! Ron Lenius

Hey I think your book absolutly rocks!I loved looking at all the interesting old things that were around
when my mom was younger. All the colorful pages, and pictures really grabbed my attention while
looking through the book. I loved seeing all the different prices for all the different items you have in
your book. It really makes me see that old things really do have value. Even if you don't know much
about Roy Rogers, this book takes you through his life so that you will have a better understanding
of him and who he was. I'm 13 so I don't really like to take the time to look through a book and read
it from cover to cover. But this book really interested me with it's humor, pictures, facts, and stories.
If you are at all interested in learning, studying, or collecting Roy Roger things I strongly suggest
that you read through this book. It will greatly help you to know what Roy Roger things are
valuable.*Kristel*

This book definately lives up to its name, "The Ultimate Roy Rogers Collection" and is an absolute
"must have" for all collectors of Roy Rogers, Dale Evans, Gabby Hayes, Trigger & Bullet
memorabilia.208 pages of rare and vintage collectables, more than 1,000 color photos, item
descriptions and pricing information as well as a special interview with Dusty, Roy & Dale's son.Ron
Lenius displays exceptional overall quality and first class presentation throughout this book.Happy
Trails, Ron Lenius, and Thank You.

Brand new, year 2001, 208 page book with more than 1,000 full color sharp photos. Current values
are shown. This book includes plenty of information and photos regarding Roy Rogers, Dale Evens,
Gabby Hayes, Trigger, and Bullet. There is a lot of informative text, and item descriptions are very
good. An interview with Roy Rogers Jr. is included, and chapters on advertising and premiums,
autographs, badges, buttons, jewelry, books, clocks and watches, club memorabilia, magazines,

toys, displays, and much, much more. A delightful, useful book, highly recommended.

Exceptional job from cover to cover. A great tribute to the Legend of Roy, Dale, Trigger, Gabby, Pat,
Bullet and the legacy that they left us. From Chapter 1 to 21, through the 1,000 plus colored photos
of incredible memorabilia, it is unquestionably the best of the best Roy Rogers collector guides
published. Thanks, Ron Lenius, for your tremendous effort and wonderful contribution. Happy Trails.

Ron has done an impressive job with this book.I think what I enjoyed the most is the rarer Roy
rogers toys many of which have never been seen in any other books on Roy.My favorite is the guns
and holsters section which pictures many unique sets. This book is a fine addition to the library of a
collector or dealer in Roy rogers collectibles.

Mr. Lenius has managed to compile a comprehensive overview of Roy Rodgers collectables, with
value guide lines that are most useful,I am very impressed with the visual representation of the
researched material.In my opinion this book is an absolute must for the amature and/or serious
collector of Roy Rodgers memorabilia.
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